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Meeting Summary:
The following are discussion summaries from this meeting, led by Tracy McPherson.
RFA
NORC is creating an RFA for the mini-grant program. After last meeting, several Steering Committee
members provided examples of applications to help NORC design their application. If members have
any other examples or items that they feel that NORC should consider during the drafting, please
send them to the NORC team.
Needs Assessment
NORC is continuing to work with Dawn Lindsay and Holly Hagle at IRETA to create a Needs
Assessment for the Learning Collaborative members and possibly a larger group of nursing and social
work members. The purpose of the assessment is get a feel for what schools are currently doing and
what they see as needs. Several Steering Committee members supported doing a national Needs
Assessment rather than limiting it to just the LC members. A larger group would allow for a clearer
view of what is going on. The LC members are already on board and in support of SBIRT education so
that would not be representative of all schools. The main downside to doing a national survey would
be the likelihood of a low response rate so it may not be representative as well. However, the
benefits of a national survey outweighs the negatives. Additionally, the needs assessment could act
as publicity for the project.
Web Analytics

Tracy provided a break-down of some of the web analytics for the adolescent SBIRT website located
at sbirt.webs.com. In addition to the website, she also gave an update on the number of learning
collaborative members and “walk-thru” calls completed with LC members to get to know their
programs. The analytics are detailed below:
Total website views: 2030
Monthly Average Views: 290
Views last month: 278
Total walk-thru calls complete – 25
Individual members on the Learning Collaborative listserv – 136
Kognito Updates
Kaley Sullivan provided an update on the SBIRT simulation progress. The script for “Josh” has been
updated. Josh is a 15 year old who consumes alcohol on a weekly basis and ended up in the hospital
after jumping off of a roof at a party. Kognito will provide a copy of the script for review. They are
beginning to work on the second script for the character “Caleb.”
Currently the feedback and feedback process between the subject matter experts and Kognito has
been useful. Kognito is will keep the SMEs updated in the case they would like any different types of
feedback from them.
Conferences
The NORC team will attend the SBIRT for alcohol and other drug use: An Interprofessional Conference
in Pittsburgh, PA from June 9—10, 2015. At the conference, NORC and Kognito will present a digital
poster and Eric will participate in a panel. This will be a good networking opportunity to meet people
who are implementing SBIRT.
NORC will also participate in the CSWE 61st Annual Program Meeting on October 15-18, 2015 in
Denver, CO. The team is looking to submit to INEBRIA and AMERSA as well. There was also interest in
working with National Council on a future pre-conference panel to discuss the importance of
involving schools and pairing with community mental health centers. NORC will reach out to Jake
Bowling to further discuss when appropriate.
Action Items:


Steering Committee members should send examples or considerations for the RFA to NORC.



Committee members should send items to be included in the agenda.

Next Call:

July 15, 2015 at 3 PM EST

